LESSON 28

Flam Rudiments

Flam Accent
(also called Flam Accent No. 1)

A flam accent combines a flam with two other single strokes. Flam accents are played alternately.

Flam Tap

A flam tap is a flam combined with a second stroke, making one group of double strokes.

Flamacue

A flamacue is a combination of twoflams and single strokes with an accent placed on the second note.

COMBINATION STUDY

(Flam tap)  (Flamacue)  (Flam tap)

(Flam accent)  (Flamacue)
SOLO #19

Andante \( \frac{d}{2} = 100 \)

*Use Flam Tap, Flamcue & Flam Accent stickings where possible.